In 1996, Propp and Wilson came up with a remarkably clever method for generating exact samples from the stationary distribution of a Markov chain [17] . Their method, called "perfect sampling" or "exact sampling" avoids the inherent bias of samples that are generated by running the chain for a large but fixed number of steps. It does so by using a strategy called "coupling from the past". Although the sampling mechanism used in their method is typically driven by independent random points, more structured sampling can also be used. Recently, Craiu and Meng [4, 5] suggested to use different forms of antithetic coupling for that purpose. In this paper, we consider the use of highly-uniform point sets to drive the exact sampling in Propp and Wilson's method, and illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed method with a few numerical examples.
Introduction
The problem under consideration in this paper is that of sampling from a distribution that corresponds to the stationary distribution of an ergodic Markov chain, as done, for instance, in the context of Markov Chain Monte Carlo methods. The goal is to produce samples whose empirical distribution is as close as possible to the true distribution. The technique of exact sampling, introduced by Propp and Wilson in 1996 [17] , has provided an important breakthrough in this area by effectively removing the problem of determining for how long the chain should be simulated in order to achieve an acceptable level of accuracy. Their approach makes use of a method called "coupling from the past" (CFTP), which instead of running the simulation of the chain forward, starts it far enough in the past so that eventually, the samples produced can be shown to follow the targeted stationary distribution. More details are given in Section 2.
While their technique removes a major hurdle, it still relies on random trials and therefore, it is subject to the usual pitfalls of random sampling. On a more positive note, this means that standard variance reduction techniques can be used to improve the quality of the samples generated. Research in this direction has been made by Craiu and Meng [4, 5] , who use three different forms of antithetic coupling to drive the sampling in Propp and Wilson's algorithm. The antithetic coupling methods they consider are based on groups of k ≥ 2 sample points that are negatively associated. This is a stronger condition than asking for negative correlation, because this requires that the negative correlation holds after monotone (component-wise) transformations have been applied to the sampling points. The most promising method studied by Craiu and Meng appears to be their "Iterative Latin Hypercube Sampling" (ILHS), which is a variant of the well-known Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS) method [11] .
Antithetic coupling can be thought of as an alternative to random sampling based on more structured sampling schemes. Another kind of structured sampling that has been used successfully in the last few years in the context of multivariate integration -most noticeably in finance problems [16, 20, 1] -is quasi-random sampling. Here, the idea is to use highly-uniform (or low-discrepancy) point sets to sample the function to be integrated, a technique known as quasi-Monte Carlo (QMC).
In this paper, we study the use of highly-uniform point sets (HUPS) to drive the simulations in the exact sampling algorithm of Propp and Wilson. In the context of multivariate integration, a HUPS P k = {u 1 , . . . , u k } is used to estimate an integral of the form
by the averageμ
If f depends on a random and unbounded number of variables u j , then s can be viewed as infinite.
By using a (deterministic) point set that is more uniformly distributed than a random point set, it is often possible to get a smaller error than with the Monte Carlo (MC) method. However, because of the deterministic nature of QMC methods, getting an estimate for the integration error is difficult. To circumvent this problem, one can use randomized quasi-Monte Carlo (RQMC) methods, which are based on randomized HUPSP k having the following properties: (i) each u i inP k is uniformly distributed over [0, 1) s ; (ii)P k has the same high uniformity as the original HUPS P k . Property (i) ensures thatμ is an unbiased estimator of µ, while property (ii) suggests thatμ should have a smaller variance than a MC estimator based on a random point set. There exist theoretical results providing support for this claim [14] , but it can also be verified empirically, as discussed in Section 3.
RQMC methods usually produce better results than the simple antithetic variates method widely used in simulation [7] , for which k = 2 and P 2 = {u, 1 − u}. Also, it often does better than LHS because the high uniformity of the point sets used in quasi-random sampling goes beyond the one-dimensional uniformity achieved by LHS. In this paper, we investigate empirically the use of RQMC methods to reduce the variance of estimators obtained through exact sampling.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give the required background on exact sampling. Properties of HUPS relevant in the context of exact sampling are discussed in Section 3, where we also describe the implementation of our method and the ILHS method used by Craiu and Meng [4, 5] . Numerical experiments where the proposed combination is compared with MC sampling and the ILHS method are reported in Section 4. A summary and ideas for future research are briefly discussed in Section 5.
Background on exact sampling
The problem considered here is to sample from a distribution that corresponds to the stationary distribution π of an ergodic Markov chain X with N states. Later in this section, we go a step further and consider methods that can handle Markov chains with an infinite state space.
Since the chain is ergodic, we can start it in any state X 0 ∈ {1, . . . , N }, and if we run the chain long enough, then the probability that it will end up in state i converges to π(i), for i = 1, . . . , N . Using this fact, a straightforward approach to generate samples that (approximately) follow π is to choose some large integer T , simulate the Markov chain for T steps, and output X T . Figure  1 gives pseudocode for this forward simulation approach. The function Unif01d() used there is assumed to be returning independent observations from the uniform distribution over [0, 1) d , where d depends on the characteristics of the Markov chain: for instance, d = 1, 2 or 3 in the examples of Section 4. The function GenP(u, x) is assumed to be returning independent observations from the transition distribution P (X t |X t−1 = x) of the Markov chain. We could have combined the two functions Unif01d() and GenP(·, ·) into one, but we did not because it will be useful later to separate these two steps.
The main disadvantage of this forward simulation approach is that because T is fixed, the observation X T output only approximately has distribution π. Of course if T is large enough, the approximation should be quite good, but how do we know if T is large enough?
The exact sampling method proposed by Propp and Wilson [17] removes this problem by using a coupling from the past (CFTP) approach. Here, we only briefly describe this method, and refer the reader to [17, 2] for more details. Instead of simulating forward only one path of the Markov chain -starting at time 0 and in some arbitrary state X 0 -the idea is to simulate N paths from some time −T until time 0, where path l starts in state l, for l = 1, . . . , N . The starting time −T should be chosen far enough in the past so that by time 0, all N chains have coalesced. That is, they are all in the same state X 0 ∈ {1, . . . , N }. How should we choose −T ? It turns out we do not need to choose it: we can simply initialize T at 1 and increase it until coalescence is reached at time 0. The value of T required for this to happen is sometimes called the backward coupling time. As Propp and Wilson show in [17] , this approach produces an observation X 0 that is distributed according to π.
Before giving pseudocode for the exact sampling approach, let us first introduce the concept of maps used by Propp and Wilson to describe their approach. For t ≤ u ≤ 0, in the CFTP approach, we get N paths of the form
Then, it is easy to see that
• f t , where • denotes the composition of functions. From this point of view, the idea of CFTP is to decrease t until the map F 0 t becomes a constant map. More details are given in Figure 1 . An important point to mention is that for this approach to be valid, the same random input must be used at time t everytime we go through the repeat loop. This is why the notation u t is used to denote this random input.
As discussed in [17] , exact sampling can be made more efficient when the underlying Markov chain exhibits certain monotonicity properties. More precisely, consider the case where the state space of the Markov chain admits a partial order ≤ such that x ≤ y implies GenP(u, x) ≤ GenP(u, y). For such chains, we can assume there are two elements0 and1 such that0 ≤ x ≤1 for any state x. In that case, rather than having to start a chain from each of the N possible states, we only need to track an upper and a lower process starting from1 and0, respectively, since by monotonicity, if these two chains coalesce, then all chains in between would have coalesced too. This is the basic idea under monotone Monte Carlo [17] , which is performed as shown in Figure 2 .
Using monotone Monte Carlo is particularly useful when the number of states N is very large: an example is given in Section 4. Following this idea, techniques to apply exact sampling for Markov chains over more general state spaces have been proposed. Here we briefly discuss one such technique called the Independent Metropolis-Hastings Backward Coupling proposed by Corcoran and Tweedie in [3] , which uses exact sampling to generate samples from a continuous distribution. More precisely, the Markov chains under consideration here are those showing up in the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm [21] , which works as follows: we assume the goal is to sample from a distribution π by using i.i.d. draws from a candidate distribution Q with density q(·), which is assumed to be positive everywhere. The Independent Metropolis-Hastings (IMH) chain then goes from a state x to a proposed state y drawn from q with probability The exact sampling algorithm of Corcoran and Tweedie can be used for IMH chains having a minimal element0 under the IMH ordering defined by
In other words, the minimal element0 is such that if a chain in state0 accepts a move to y, then a chain in any other state x would accept a move to y. When such a minimal element exists, then for an i.i.d. sequence of draws Q 0 , Q −1 , . . . from Q, the backward coupling time T can be defined as the smallest n such that a chain started at0 accepts a move to Q −n+1 . The description of the algorithm as given in [3] is shown in Figure 2 , and an example of its use is given in Section 4.
3 Using highly-uniform point sets for exact sampling
Once we are able to generate observations from π, we are generally interested in estimating expectations with respect to π. That is, we want to estimate quantities of the form
for some real-valued function g. A straightforward way to do this is to generate an i.i.d. sample {y 1 , . . . , y k } from π using the exact sampling approach. Then, the estimator
for (2) is unbiased.
The idea investigated in this paper is to try reducing the variance ofμ by using a structured sample {y 1 , . . . , y k }, rather than a random one. To describe this idea in more detail, let us introduce some notation. First, let (u 1 i , . . . , u s i ) be the vector of independent uniform numbers used when the exact sampling algorithm is called the ith time to produce y i . Here, the dimension s is equal to T d, where d is the number of uniforms required to generate one observation from the Markov chain (by calling GenP(·, ·)), and T is the backward coupling time, i.e., the number of backward steps required for coalescence to occur. This means s is random and has, in general, no finite upper bound. Note also that we can view y i as being a certain function h of (u
Hence the estimator (3) can be rewritten aŝ
where f = g • h and u i = (u 1 i , . . . , u s i ). Similarly, we can rewrite (2) as
which is equivalent to the integration problem described by (1) .
From this point of view, it becomes clear that by using a structured or highly-uniform point set P k = {u 1 , . . . , u k } to generate {y 1 , . . . , y k }, we should get an estimatorμ with smaller variance than if we use a set of independent points. For example, for LHS, we know that the variance of the resulting estimator is bounded above by k/(k − 1) times the variance of the MC estimator based on the same number k of points [14] . For nearly linear functions, the variance of the LHS estimator can be expected to be much lower than that of a MC estimator [14] . For RQMC methods, under some conditions, it is possible to get a variance of order O(k −3 log s−1 k) [13] . As a rough guide, we can expect RQMC methods to do well when the integrand f has a low effective dimension, which means that the interaction between small subsets of variables in {u 1 , . . . , u s } are those that contribute the most to the variance of f .
An important observation about the formulation described by (4) and (5) is that the integrand f is generally discontinuous, since f = g • h, and h is a piecewise constant function. Hence theoretical results that rely on the smoothness of f (such as those providing bounds for the integration error of deterministic QMC methods) can generally not be applied in this context. What is interesting about RQMC methods is that results on the variance of the corresponding estimators can be obtained with the sole assumption that f is square-integrable [12, 15, 9] .
In addition to theoretical results, the efficiency of a particular choice for P k can be assessed by estimating the variance ofμ. When the u i (and thus the y i ) are not independent, this can be done by repeating the whole procedure described above, say, M times. That is, M i.i.d. estimatorsμ 1 , . . . ,μ M of the form (3) are computed, and then the variance of the resulting estimatorμ
We now turn to the task of choosing a HUPS for performing exact sampling. The fact that the dimension s is unbounded in the context of exact sampling implies that care must be taken when choosing the underlying point set. For instance, digital nets with a quality parameter t = 0 cannot be used since their base b must be larger or equal to s. Nets in base 2 are more suitable, although in many cases parameters must be chosen for each coordinate j = 1, . . . , s (e.g., the direction numbers in Sobol' nets [19] ). Thus in practice, they may not be convenient since those parameters can only be fixed up to some a priori limit s 0 , which means if s > s 0 , then we need to either abort the program, dynamically find new parameters, or use some other remedy.
A class of constructions that handle nicely problems with unbounded dimension are recurrencebased point sets [9] , to which the Korobov and polynomial Korobov lattices described below belong. For these point sets, the number of parameters determining P k does not depend on the dimension. Furthermore, these point sets have the property of being dimension-stationary, which means that for any I = {i 1 , . . . , i t } ⊆ {1, . . . , s} and j ≤ s − i t , we have that P k (I) = P k (I + j), where P k (I) is the projection of P k over the t-dimensional subspace of [0, 1) s indexed by I. Point sets with this property are such that even if their defining parameters are chosen by optimizing a quality measure that consider projections P k (I) only for subsets I ∈ I whose largest index is bounded by some value s 0 , then whatever the actual dimension s turns out to be, we at least have a guarantee that any projection P k (J) where J = I + j for some j and I ∈ I will also be of good quality.
In our experiments, we use two different types of nets in base 2, and a Korobov lattice. This type of point set can be generated very easily, and depends only on one parameter a -called the generator -as follows:
A Korobov lattice can be randomized using the following method [6] : generate a random uniform vector v ∈ [0, 1) s , and then use it to shift each point u i in P k . That is, let
The two nets used are a Sobol' net and a polynomial Korobov lattice [10] , whose construction is closely connected to that of a Korobov lattice, but where integers are replaced by polynomials over F 2 (the finite field with 2 elements). More precisely, for k = 2 l , a polynomial Korobov lattice P k is obtained by choosing a polynomial P (z) of degree l in F 2 [z], -the ring of polynomials over F 2 -a generating polynomial a(z) in F 2 [z]/(P ) -the ring of polynomials over F 2 of degree less than l -and then taking P k = ϕ(P k (z)), where
and the mapping ϕ(·) consists in replacing z by 2. That is, each vector in P k (z) contains elements in the field of formal Laurent series over F 2 , and thus are of the form ∞ l=−w a l z −l . When applying ϕ(·), each element in that field is mapped to a number by computing ∞ l=−w a l 2 −l . See [10] for a more formal description of these lattices.
The two nets are randomized using a digital shift in base 2 [9] . This randomization technique is similar to the one in (6), except the random shift v is added to each u i using bitwise addition modulo 2. That is, for a digital net P k = {u 1 , . . . , u k } in base 2, let
where
and for each j = 1, . . . , s,
where u We conclude this section by describing the ILHS method proposed in [4] . First, recall that with LHS, the coordinates of the points in P k are obtained as follows:
where π j is a permutation of [0, . . . , k − 1], and v i,j ∼ U [0, 1), where U [0, 1) represents the uniform distribution over [0, 1). In the ILHS method, the shifts v i,j are replaced by u i,j−1 for j ≥ 2, and u i,1 ∼ U (0, 1) for i = 1, . . . , k. Note that both LHS and ILHS can handle an unbounded dimension, but are more computationally expensive than the HUPS we chose for our experiments. 
Experiments
We first look at three different simple Markov chain examples, and compare the performance of three different RQMC methods with MC. We also report results obtained with the ILHS method of Craiu and Meng [4] . For each example, the stationary distribution π = (π 1 , . . . , π N ) of the chain is estimated. Then, each method's performance is measured by looking at the variance reduction factor obtained with respect to MC when estimating the quantity µ given in (2) for some function g. For the function g, we consider the three same examples as in [4] , which are g 1 (x) = x, g 2 (x) = (x − 2)(x − 5), and g 3 (x) = sin(3x).
We then consider two more examples: the first one deals with permutations, as outlined in Section 3.3 of [17] , and the second one uses the IMH backward coupling of [3] described in Section 2. More precisely, for the permutation example, we use the monotone Monte Carlo algorithm discussed in Section 2 to estimate inv(π), the number of inversions in a permutation π (i.e., inv(π) is the number of pairs (i, j) such that i < j and π(i) > π(j)), where the distribution on permutations is such that the probability of π is proportional to q inv(π) , for some constant q. We refer the reader to [17] for the definition of the chain transition function GenP(·, ·) that can be used for this example. The IMH backward coupling is used to generate observations from a bivariate normal distribution with mean 0 and covariance matrix given by
as in Section 3.3 of [3] . With RQMC, for a given point u = (u 1 , u 2 , . . .) coming from a HUPS we use u 3n+1 , u 3n+2 to draw Q −n in the IMH code given in Figure 2 , and u 3n+3 to draw α −n−1 for n = 0, 1, . . .. We then compare the different methods by looking at the variance of the corresponding estimator when estimating h(x 1 , x 2 ) for three different functions h(·) given by
, and h 3 (x 1 , x 2 ) = (x 1 − 3)(x 2 2 + 2). The three RQMC methods chosen were shifted Korobov, digitally shifted polynomial Korobov, and digitally shifted Sobol'. The parameters defining the two first point sets have been chosen by optimizing a criterion that considers low-dimensional projections of size up to 4, as well as projections over subsets I of the form {1, . . . , t}, for t ≤ 32. More details on criteria of this form can be found in [8, 10] . As discussed in Section 3, although s exceeds 32 for some of our examples, we have some guarantee on the quality of these point sets for s > 32 due to their dimension-stationarity.
In the examples we look at, although the dimension is unbounded, it is often reasonably small. Histograms for the value of s obtained in the two examples having the largest average dimension are given in Figure 4 . Therefore, in most cases we can fix s = 360 and use Sobol' nets without any problem. (In our implementation, if a run requires more than 360 uniforms, an error message is printed and the program is aborted). Also, we have chosen k ≈ 127 (k = 127 for MC, Korobov and ILHS; k = 128 for Sobol' and polynomial Korobov since these two are nets in base 2), and M = 100 in all our experiments. Thus each variance is estimated from a sample of size 100. We also report the average value of s obtained in these examples.
The first two examples are simple Markov chains taken from [18] . In the first case, N = 3 and Figure 5 gives the reduction factors obtained for these two examples. The numbers on the horizontal axis refer to the function type. As we can see in this figure, for both the 3-state and 4-state Markov chain, the three RQMC methods consistently reduce the variance compared to MC, by factors ranging between 2 and 18. Also, the two digital nets seem to work better than the Korobov rule, and among the two, the Sobol' net seems the best. The ILHS method also does significantly better than MC, but the reduction factors are not as large as for the three RQMC methods. The average value for s was 2 and 3.7 for these two examples, respectively.
The third example is a random walk over N = 16 states with semi-absorbent barriers and probability p, which was used in [4] . More precisely, the corresponding transition matrix is defined by
We performed experiments for p = 1/10, p = 1/3, and p = 1/2. When p = 1/2, we did not use the Sobol' net since in this case, the dimension often exceeded 360, as seen in Figure 4 . The variance reduction factors obtained are shown in Figure 6 . In the case where p = 0.1, the three RQMC methods reduce the variance by factors ranging between 6 and 18, and do better than ILHS. When p = 1/3 or 1/2, generally the best reduction factors are obtained by one of the RQMC methods, but in some cases, ILHS is as good or better, for example with g 2 (x) when p = 1/3 or with g 3 (x) when p = 1/2. In this latter case, the variance reduction factors are all close to 1, which means ILHS and the RQMC methods do not improve much upon MC. The average dimension s was 18, 42, and 120 for these three examples.
The variance reduction factors obtained for the permutation example for the choices q = 0.5, q = 2 and q = 3 are given in Figure 7 . As we can see there, the polynomial Korobov rule works best, giving reduction factors between 3 and 5. Finally, in Figure 7 we give the variance reduction factors obtained for sampling a bivariate normal using the IMH Backward Coupling algorithm. In this case, Sobol' nets perform best for two of the three functions, otherwise polynomial Korobov is the best. Note that for both of these examples, all three RQMC methods perform better than ILHS.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have explained how to use HUPS within the exact sampling method introduced by Propp and Wilson [17] . We have presented numerical results where in some cases, the proposed approach reduces the variance by factors close to 30 compared to random sampling.
For future work, we plan to look at more complex Markov chains than the ones considered here. Also, we would like to use the functional ANOVA decomposition to try to better understand the properties of the simulated Markov chains, and hopefully gain insight on techniques that could be used to improve the performance of our approach. Finally, we have ignored in this paper several methods that have been proposed to improve the efficiency of the exact sampling algorithm: we refer the reader to David Wilson's comprehensive web site on exact sampling at http://www.dbwilson.com/exact/ for more on this. Obviously, these should be incorporated in our "highly-uniform exact sampling" method in the future. Of special interest will be methods that can help reduce the effective dimension of the sampling function h mentioned in Section 3. 
